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ON THE CONVERGENCE OF MULTITYPE BRANCHING
PROCESSES WITH VARYING ENVIRONMENTS1
BY OWEN DAFYDD JONES
University of Sheffield
Using the ergodic theory of nonnegative matrices, conditions are
obtained for the L 2 and almost sure convergence of a supercritical
multitype branching process with varying environment, normed by its
mean. We also give conditions for the extinction probability of the limit to
equal that of the process.
The theory developed allows for different types to grow at different
rates, and an example of this is given, taken from the construction of a
spatially inhomogeneous diffusion on the Sierpinski gasket.
1. Introduction and statement of results. A multitype branching
Ž .process with varying environment MTBPVE generalizes the classical multi-
type branching or Galton]Watson process. For a finite number d of types, we
allow the number of type j offspring of a type i parent at time n to depend on
i, j and n. In what follows, we give second moment conditions under which a
MTBPVE normed by its mean, whose mean matrices are weakly ergodic,
converges a.s. and in L 2 to a nontrivial limit. These conditions generalize
Ž .those of Harris 1963 for multitype fixed environment processes and those of
Ž . Ž .Fearn 1971 and Jagers 1974 for single-type varying environment pro-
cesses. Notably, if the mean matrices are well behaved in some sense, then
our L 2 convergence condition is best possible.
Our results give conditions under which a MTBPVE grows like its mean,
which in this case is given by a forward product of nonnegative matrices.
Nonnegative matrix products can exhibit more than one rate of growth, in the
sense that, as additional factors are added to the product, different elements
of the product can grow at different rates. This opens up the possibility of
MTBPVE with more than one rate of growth. Indeed, in Section 4 we give an
example of a MTBPVE with two distinct growth rates, arising from the
construction of a spatially inhomogeneous diffusion on the Sierpinski gasket
Ž .a simple fractal . In order to analyze growth rates better, the discussion of
ergodic theory given in Section 2 goes beyond that strictly required for our
convergence results, in particular looking at strong ergodicity and some
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related ideas. However, this extra analysis will be needed for the example in
Section 4.
In addition to results on the convergence of the normed process, we also
derive conditions for the extinction probability of the limit to equal that of the
process. This result will also be applied in Section 4.
We will adopt the following notation for the remainder of the paper. For a
d=d Ž . Ž . Ž .matrix A g R , write A i, j for its i, j th element, A i, ? for the row
Ž .vector given by its ith row and A ?, j for the column vector given by its jth
d Ž .column. Similarly, for a vector a g R , write a i for its ith component. The
vector of 1s will be written 1 and the unit vector with a 1 in position i will be
Ž .written e . A nonnegative matrix is called rowrcolumn allowable if eachi
rowrcolumn has a nonzero component. A row and column allowable matrix is
simply called allowable. Clearly, the product of allowable matrices is also
allowable. Write A G 0 or a G 0 if every element of A or a is G 0, and write
A ) 0 or a ) 0 if every element is greater than 0. Unless stated otherwise, we
will assume that all matrices and vectors dealt with are nonnegative.
A nonnegative matrix A g R d=d is called primitive if there exists an n
n Ž . Ž .such that A ) 0. For such A we write PF A for its unique, real largest
Ž . Ž .eigenvalue, that is, its spectral radius, and LPF A and RPF A for the
Ž .corresponding unique, strictly positive left and right eigenvectors respec-
tively, normed to be probability vectors. Here, PF stands for Perron]
Frobenius.
Suppose that the offspring distributions of the process are given by a
d=d  4`sequence of Z valued r.v.s. X . That is, the distribution of theq n ns0
number of type j children born to a single type i parent at time n is the same
Ž . w x Ž . 2Ž .as that of X i, j . Define M s E X , V i s Cov X i, ? and s i, j sn n n n n n
Ž . w xŽ .  4`Var X i, j s V i j, j . We will assume that the M are finite in alln n n ns0
that follows. Unless otherwise stated, we will also assume that they are
 4`allowable. For fixed m G 0, let Z s Z be the branching processm m , n nsm
w Ž .defined in the usual way see, e.g., Asmussen and Hering 1983 or Athreya
Ž .x Ž .and Ney 1972 , letting Z i, j be the number of type j descendants atm , n
time n of a single type i parent at time m. Note that, as defined, Z takes onm
values in Zd=d, where the rows of Z are independent processes.q m
 4`For a sequence of matrices A , we will write A for the forwardn ns0 m , n
product from m to n y 1. That is, A s A A ??? A . It follows fromm , n m mq1 ny1
the branching property of Z that for any m F n F p,m
<E Z Z s Z M .Ž .m , p m , n m , n n , p
Our tool for dealing with the matrix product M is the ergodic theory ofm , n
nonnegative matrices.
Ergodic theory for nonnegative matrices can be viewed as a generalization
of the Perron]Frobenius theory, as it describes the growth and limiting
 4behavior of matrix products. We say that the matrices M are weaklyn
ergodic if for all m G 0 the forward product M is strictly positive and ofm , n
rank 1 in the limit as n ª `. A precise definition is given in Section 2.
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A fundamental tool used in the development of ergodic theory for matrix
products is Birkhoff’s contraction coefficient. For x, y g R d, x, y ) 0, put
max x i ry i x i y jŽ . Ž . Ž . Ž .iT Tr x , y s log s max log .Ž .
min x i ry i x j y ii , jŽ . Ž . Ž . Ž .i
Ž T T .The character r is often called a projective distance since r x , y s 0 if
Ž T T . Ž T T .and only if x s l y for some l ) 0 and r a x , b y s r x , y for all
scalars a , b ) 0. For a nonnegative column allowable matrix A g R d=d,
Birkhoff’s contraction coefficient is defined as
r xTA , yTAŽ .
t A s sup .Ž . T Tr x , yŽ .x , y)0, x/l y
Ž .It is easily shown that 0 F t A F 1 and that for any other nonnegative
d=d Ž . Ž . Ž .column allowable matrix B g R , t AB F t A t B . If A is allowable
then
¡ A i , k A j, lŽ . Ž .'1 y f AŽ . min , A ) 0,~t A s where f A sŽ . Ž . A j, k A i , li , j , k , l Ž . Ž .'1 q f AŽ . ¢
0, A s 0.
w Ž . Ž .This result is due originally to Birkhoff 1957 , but see also Seneta 1981 ,
x Ž .Section 3.4. It follows that for allowable A, t A - 1 if and only if A ) 0 and
Ž . T dt A s 0 if and only if A s wv for some strictly positive w, v g R . Given
this and our definition of weak ergodicity, it should come as no surprise that
 4M are weakly ergodic m ; m G 0, t M ª 0 as n ª `.Ž .n m , n
w Ž . xSee Seneta 1981 , Lemma 3.3. Define diagonal matrices
mR s diag mR 1 , . . . , mR dŽ . Ž .Ž .n n n
for 0 F m F n by
mR j s 1TM ?, j .Ž . Ž .n m , n
The main results of the paper follow.
Ž 2 .  4THEOREM 1 L convergence theorem . If the M are allowable andn
 4weakly ergodic with column limit vectors w and if for some m G 0,m
` m 2R i s i , jŽ . Ž .n n
1 - `,Ž . Ý Ý m 2R jŽ .nq1nsm i , j
then there exists a r.v. L G 0 such that E L s w andm m m
Z mRy1 ª 2 L 1T as n ª `.m , n n L m
Ž .THEOREM 2 Almost sure convergence theorem . If in addition to the
conditions of Theorem 1 we have
` m 2n q 1 y m R i s i , jŽ . Ž . Ž .n n
2 - `Ž . Ý Ý m 2R jŽ .nq1nsm i , j
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and there exists a C - ` such that for all n G m,
`
2
3 t M F n q 1 y m C ,Ž . Ž .Ž .Ý n , p
psn
then in addition to L 2 convergence we have
Z mRy1 ª L 1T a.s. as n ª `.m , n n m
Ž . Ž .Here condition 2 is a strengthening of the variance condition 1 , while
Ž .condition 3 constrains the speed at which the mean matrix M tends to am , n
rank 1 matrix.
 4The proofs are given in Section 3. If the M are well behaved, then notn
Ž . 2only is condition 1 necessary for L convergence, but we can also dispense
Ž .with condition 3 for a.s. convergence. The following corollary details what
we mean by ‘‘well behaved,’’ and is the form of these results used in Section 4.
Its proof can also be found in Section 3.
Ž .COROLLARY 3 Necessary and sufficient variance condition . Suppose we
Ž Ž . Ž ..are given rescaling matrices D s diag D 1 , . . . , D d for all n G 0, suchn n n
that Q [ D M Dy1 converges elementwise to a primitive matrix Q. Thenn n n nq1
the condition
` 2D i s i , jŽ . Ž .n n
4 - `Ž . Ý Ý T 21 Q 1D jŽ .m , n nq1nsm i , j
is necessary and sufficient for the L 2 convergence of Z Dy1r1TQ 1 asm , n n m , n
Tn ª `. When it exists, this limit is of the form L v , for some r.v. L withm m
y1 ŽE L s D w . Here v is the left Perron]Frobenius eigenvector of Q normedm m m
`.  4as a probability vector and the w are strictly positive probabilitym ms0
vectors, which converge as m ª ` to w, the right Perron]Frobenius eigenvec-
Ž .tor of Q normed as a probability vector . Also, if
` 2n q 1 y m D i s i , jŽ . Ž . Ž .n n
5 - `Ž . Ý Ý T 21 Q 1D jŽ .m , n nq1nsm i , j
then we get a.s. convergence.
Ž .Finally, we have a result that shows that under certain conditions
Ž .Z i, ? either dies out, or else the number of type j individuals grows likem , n
m Ž .R j , for all j, with probability 1.n
Ž .PROPOSITION 4 Extinction probabilities . Suppose that the conditions of
Ž .Theorem 1 hold, and for all m G 0 and 1 F i F d, let q i be the extinctionm
Ž .  Ž .4`probability of the process Z i [ Z i, ? . Then, if there exists somem m , n nsm
constant K and vectors h g R d , n s 0, 1, . . . , such that for all m G 0,n q
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1 F i F d and x g R ,q
6 P Z i , ? h F x ª q i as n ª `Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž .m , n n m
and
` 2M i , j s j, kŽ . Ž .m , n n
7 F Krh i y 1Ž . Ž .Ý Ý m2 m 2w i R kŽ . Ž .nsm j , k m nq1
Ž . Ž Ž . .then q i s P L i s 0 .m m
Ž Ž . Ž ..Furthermore, if there exist rescaling matrices D s diag D 1 , . . . , D dn n n
for all n G 0, such that Q [ D M Dy1 converges elementwise to a primitiven n n nq1
Ž .matrix Q, then 7 is equivalent to
` 2D j s j, kŽ . Ž .n n y18 F Krh i y 1 D w iŽ . Ž . Ž .Ž . Ž .Ý Ý m m mT 21 Q 1D kŽ .m , n nq1nsm j , k
where the w are the same as those of Corollary 3.m
Ž .In practice, condition 6 can be difficult to check. However, we can give
Ž .some more practical conditions which imply it. If P X ) 0 s 1 for all n,n
then Z can never die out. Let M denote the minimum family sizes of Z .m , n m , n
Note that in many situations of interest}such as the example considered in
 4Section 4}M can be explicitly determined. If we choose the h so thatm , n n
9 M h ª ` as n ª `Ž . 0, n n
Ž .  4then 6 follows. In practice we try and take the h as small as possible, son
Ž .that condition 7 can also be satisfied.
 4 Ž .If the h are constant, then 6 reduces to requiring that the onlyn
recurrent state of the branching process is 0. In the fixed environment case,
Ž .Harris 1963 showed that ‘‘nonsingularity’’ of the offspring distribution is
sufficient for the nonzero states to be transient. This result can be partially
extended to MTBPVE. Suppose that a r.v. X, taking values in Zd=d, describesq
the offspring distribution of a fixed environment multitype branching process.
We say X is singular if
P X i , ? 1 s 1 s 1 for all i .Ž .Ž .
Now distinguish two cases.
1. The process Z can never die out. In this case, if we can find a nonsingular
X such that X F X for all n G 0, then the only recurrent state ofD n
 Ž .4`Z i, ? is 0, for all i.m , n nsm
2. Extinction is possible from any initial state. In this case, if we can find a
nonsingular X such that X F X for all n G 0, then the only recurrentD n
 Ž .4`state of Z i, ? is 0, for all i.m , n nsm
An appropriate X can always be found if, for example, X ª X where Xn D
is nonsingular and M s E X is primitive. A proof of these results is given in
Ž . Ž . Ž .Jones 1995 . Note that the advantage of 9 over case 1 is that if the
minimum population size grows to infinity, then we can take h ª 0, makingn
Ž .7 easier to satisfy. This is precisely the situation encountered in Section 4.
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Ž .Background. Although the results of Harris 1963 and those of Fearn
Ž . Ž .1971 and Jagers 1974 , which Theorems 1 and 2 generalize, were first
proved more than twenty years ago, there has been little interest in MTBPVE
until very recently. One reason for this new interest is the potential applica-
Žtion of MTBPVE to the study of diffusion on fractals, as is pursued with
. Ž .some success in the work of Hattori and Watanabe 1993 , Hattori, Hattori
Ž . Ž .and Watanabe 1994 and Hattori 1994 . The first of these uses an analytical
approach to prove the weak convergence of the normed process to some limit,
though it makes a number of rather restrictive conditions on the mean
 4 Ž .matrices M . The report by Hattori 1994 goes somewhat further, givingn
2 Ž . Ž .conditions for the L convergence of Z i, j rM i, j and some resultsm , n m , n
on the continuity of the limit. The conditions given make implicit use of weak
ergodicity, though are somewhat more technical than those of Theorem 1.
They also explicitly require supercriticality. The method used adapts some of
Ž .the ideas of Cohn 1989 to the varying environment case.
Ž .Cohn himself has taken the results of Cohn 1989 further, in joint work
Ž .with Jagers 1994 and also with Nerman and Biggins. The work with Jagers
claims L 1 convergence given weak ergodicity of the mean matrices
Ž .  m y14`and essentially uniform integrability in n of Z R . Cohn alsom , n n nsm
Ž . 2gives without proof some conditions for the L convergence of
Ž . Ž . w Ž .xZ i, j rM i, j as n ª `, in a recent research report Cohn 1993 .m , n m , n
These again assume weak convergence of the mean matrices together with a
uniform integrability condition and a variance condition, similar to but not
Ž .the same as condition 1 . Cohn also makes the observation that it is possible
to move from an L 2 result to an a.s. result using a Borel]Cantelli argument.
At the time of writing, the work of Cohn, Nerman and Biggins referred to is
still in preparation. It seems this work will treat MTBPVE more generally
than the concept of weak ergodicity allows, using instead the concept of
space]time harmonic functions to gain the required control over the matrix
 4` w Ž .products M see Cohn and Nerman 1990 for a definition ofm , n nsm
space]time harmonic functions and a detailed analysis of how they relate to
xweak ergodicity .
2. Ergodicity of nonnegative matrix products. The use of ‘‘coeffi-
cients of ergodicity’’ such as t in the study of products of nonnegative
Ž .matrices, owes much of its modern development to the work of Hajnal 1976
Ž .and Cohen 1979 . Their ideas in turn owe a lot to the study of products of
positive stochastic matrices and inhomogeneous Markov chains. It is from
this connection with Markov chains that we get the term ergodic. Hajnal
Ž .1976 suggested the more appropriate term ‘‘contractive’’ as an alternative,
but this has yet to be widely adopted. Most of the standard results and ideas
Ž .we will be using can be found in Seneta 1981 , which provides a good
summary of the work in the area and has an extensive bibliography. For
more recent work in the area the reader is referred to Cohn and Nerman
Ž .1990 .
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In this section, we introduce the standard notions of weak and strong
ergodicity and describe how they relate to each other. Although we do not use
strong ergodicity explicitly in Theorems 1 and 2, it is of practical use when
applying them, as can be seen in Section 4. It is also used in demonstrating
Ž .that the variance condition 1 is best possible in certain situations: see
Corollary 16.
In what follows, we will mean by a sequence of rescaling matrices a
sequence of nonnegative diagonal matrices of full rank. For matrices M g
d=d Ž Ž . Ž ..R and D s diag D 1 , . . . , D d , premultiplying M by D is equivalent to
Ž .scaling each row i of M by D i , while postmultiplying M by D is equivalent
Ž . mto scaling each column j of M by D j . Define rescaling matrices R sn
Žm Ž . m Ž .. m m m y1diag R 1 , . . . , R d by putting R s I and requiring R M R ton n m n n nq1
be column stochastic for all n G m. The term mR is allowable and thus alson
invertible, provided M is column allowable. As products of columnm , n
stochastic matrices are column stochastic, it is clear that, as defined in
Section 1,
mR j s 1TM ?, j .Ž . Ž .n m , n
Ž .  4`DEFINITION 5 Weak ergodicity . The matrices M are said to ben ns0
weakly ergodic if there exist strictly positive w , v g R d such that for allm , n m , n
m G 0
M i , jŽ .m , n ª 1 for all i and j as n ª 8.
w i v jŽ . Ž .m , n m , n
For allowable M this is equivalent to requiring for all m the existence of ann
n such that M ) 0 and a probability vector w ) 0 such thatm , n m
M i , k w iŽ . Ž .m , n mª for all i , j and k as n ª `.
M j, k w jŽ . Ž .m , n m
w Ž . Ž .See Hajnal 1976 , Theorem 1 or Seneta 1981 , Lemma 3.4 and Exercise
x3.5. Since w ) 0, this is equivalent to requiringm
M i , kŽ .m , n ª w i for all i and k as n ª `.Ž .mÝ M j, kŽ .j m , n
We will generally write this in matrix form as M mRy1 ª w 1T as n ª `.m , n n m
So, weak ergodicity requires that as n ª `, the elements of any one
column of the forward product M all grow at the same rate and thatm , n
within each column, the rows tend to fixed proportions.
The contraction coefficient t is used to give more tractable conditions for
 4weak ergodicity. We have already noted in Section 1 that the M are weaklyn
Ž .ergodic if and only if t M ª 0 as n ª `, for all m. Using the submulti-m , n
plicity of t , this is often enough to give a practical check for weak ergodicity.
The form of t for allowable matrices gives the following refinement for
 4 Ž .allowable M . The M are weakly ergodic if and only if there exist n k ­`,n n
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Ž . Ž .n k / n k q 1 , such that
`
f M s `.Ž .'Ý nŽk . , nŽkq1.
ks0
w Ž . Ž . xSee Hajnal 1976 , Theorem 4 or Seneta 1981 Theorem 3.2. A sufficient
w Ž .condition for allowable M which also gives geometric decay of t M asn m , n
Ž . xn ª `, thereby satisfying condition 3 of Theorem 2 is that there exist some
n G 1 and g ) 0 such that for all n, M ) 0 and0 n, nqn0
minq M i , jŽ .i , j n G g ,
max M i , jŽ .i , j n
q wwhere min denotes the minimum over positive elements. This is the well
Ž .known Coale]Lopez theorem. See Seneta 1981 Theorem 3.3 for the form
xgiven here. This condition also has consequences for strong ergodicity, as we
will see below.
 4` ŽSay column-allowable matrices M have the RGR property for rela-n ns0
. Ž . w xtive growth rates if for all m, i and j there exists r i, j g 0, ` such thatm
mR iŽ .n ª r i , j as n ª `.Ž .m mR jŽ .n
Ž . Ž .If the RGR property holds and r i, j g 0, ` for all m, i and j, then we saym
 4the M have a single growth rate.n
Ž .  4DEFINITION 6 Strong ergodicity . The matrices M are said to be stronglyn
ergodic if for all m there exists a probability vector v such thatm
M i , jŽ .m , n ª v j as n ª ` independently of i .Ž .mTe M 1i m , n
It follows immediately that if such v exist then they are in fact independentm
of m, that is, v s v for all m.m
Weak ergodicity can be thought of as requiring the columns of M tom , n
tend to fixed proportions as n ª `, given by w . In an analogous manner,m
strong ergodicity is often thought of as requiring the rows of M to tend tom , n
fixed proportions as n ª `, given by v. However, strong ergodicity only tells
you about proportions with respect to the largest growth rate of M .m , n
Smaller growth rates, represented by the zeros in v, cannot be compared
without extra information, such as that supplied by the RGR property.
The next lemma should give a better idea of how the concepts of weak and
strong ergodicity are related.
Ž .PROPOSITION 7 Relating weak and strong ergodicity .
Ž .  4i If the M are row allowable, then strong ergodicity with v ) 0n
implies weak ergodicity.
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Ž .  4ii If the M are allowable, then weak and strong ergodicity togethern
imply M r1TM 1 ª w vTas n ª ` for all m.m , n m , n m
Ž .iii For allowable M , if there exist probability vectors w ) 0 and an m
probability vector v such that M r1TM 1 ª w vT as n ª ` for all m,m , n m , n m
 4then the M are strongly ergodic.n
Ž .  4iv If the M are allowable, then strong ergodicity with v ) 0 implies then
Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .RGR property, with r i, j s v i rv j thus giving a single growth rate .m
Ž .v Weak ergodicity and the RGR property imply that for all m, i and j,
Ž . Ž .r i, j s r i, j is independent of m and they imply strong ergodicity, withm
Ž . Ž .v j s 1rÝ r i, j .i
Ž .PROOF. i It suffices to put w s M 1 and v s v in the first of ourm , n m , n m , n
definitions of weak ergodicity. The w are strictly positive provided them , n
 4M are row allowable.n
Ž .  4ii Since the M are weakly ergodic and allowable, we have thatn
Ž .f M ª 1 as n ª `. Thusm , n
M i , j ? 1TM 1 M i , j Ý M k , lŽ . Ž . Ž .m , n m , n m , n k , l m , nsT T Ý M i , k M l , je M 1 ? 1 M e Ž . Ž .k , l m , n m , ni m , n m , n j
M i , j Ý M k , lŽ . Ž .m , n k , l m , ns
M i , k M l , jŽ . Ž .m , n m , n
M l , k M i , jŽ . Ž .Ý m , n m , nM l , k M i , jŽ . Ž .m , n m , nk , l
ª 1 as n ª `.
Ž T .2Thus, dividing top and bottom of the left-hand side by 1 M 1 , we havem , n
M i , j r1TM 1Ž .m , n m , n ª 1 as n ª `.
T T T Te M 1r1 M 1 1 M e r1 M 1Ž . Ž .i m , n m , n m , n j m , n
T T Ž . T T Ž .But e M 1r1 AM 1 ª w i and 1 M e r1 M 1 ª v j and soi m , n m , n m m , n j m , n
Ž . T Ž . Ž .M i, j r1 M 1 ª w i v j as n ª `. Note that we do not inm , n m , n m
general need full weak ergodicity for this result to hold. All we need is that
m Ž . Ž .M e r R j ª w for those j for which v j ) 0. This is why we only getm , n j n m
Ž .a partial converse to this result see the next item .
Ž . Ž . T Tiii It suffices to divide top and bottom of M i, j re M 1 by 1 M 1m , n i m , n m , n
m Ž .and send n ª `. Note that it also follows that M e r R j ª w for all jm , n j n m
Ž .for which v j ) 0.
Ž . Ž . Ž .iv This follows from items i and ii on dividing top and bottom of
m Ž . m Ž . TR i r R j by 1 M 1. This argument fails if v has two or more zeron n m , n
m Ž . Telements, i and i say, as we do not know how quickly R i r1 M 10 1 n 0 m , n
m Ž . Tand R i r1 M 1 go to zero. In particular we do not know if one of themn 1 m , n
tends to zero faster than the other or not.
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Ž .v We observe to begin with that for all i
M i , j M i , j rmR j mR jŽ . Ž . Ž . Ž .m , n m , n n ns m mM i , k M i , k r R k R kŽ . Ž . Ž . Ž .m , n m , n n n
w iŽ .mª r j, k s r j, k as n ª `.Ž . Ž .m mw iŽ .m
Thus
mR iŽ .n
r i , j s limŽ . mm R jnª` Ž .n
Ý Ý M k , l M l , iŽ . Ž .Ž .l k m mq1, ns lim
Ý Ý M k , l M l , jnª` Ž . Ž .Ž .l k m mq1, n
ª r i , j as n ª `Ž .mq 1
noting that for positive a , b , c and d , if a rb ª x and c rd ª x thenn n n n n n n n
Ž . Ž . Ž .a q c r b q d ª x. So r i, j is independent of m. To show strongn n n n m
ergodicity, consider
M i , j M i , j M i , k mR kŽ . Ž . Ž . Ž .m , n m , n m , n ns Ým m mÝ M i , k R j R k R jŽ . Ž . Ž . Ž .k m , n n n nk
1
ª as n ª `.
Ý r k , jŽ .k
Ž . Ž . Ž Ž ..Note that 1rÝ r k, j F 1 since r k, k s 1, and that Ý 1rÝ r k, j s 1.k j k
I
The concept of strong ergodicity is a generalization of that used when
Ž .  4`dealing with row stochastic matrices. A sequence A of stochasticn ns0
Ž . Ž .matrices is strongly ergodic if for all m, i and j, A i, j ª v j as n ª `m , n
for some probability vector v. It is also usual when dealing with stochastic
 4matrices to use stochastic ergodicity rather than weak ergodicity. The An
Ž . Ž .are stochastically ergodic if A i, k y A j, k ª 0 for all m, i, j and km , n m , n
Žas n ª `. Clearly strong ergodicity implies stochastic ergodicity though it
.still does not imply weak ergodicity even in this setting . These definitions
are generally sufficient in the stochastic setting, as the forward products
 4`M are bounded and the question of growth rates is not particularlym ,n nsm
important. The extra concept of the RGR property is useful when you are
interested in multiple growth rates, in particular, not just the largest growth
rate.
A straightforward condition for strong ergodicity with v ) 0 is the follow-
ing. For allowable M , if there exists an n G 1, a d - 1 and a probabilityn 0
Ž .vector v ) 0 such that t M F d for all n and x ª v for somen, nqn n0
 4  4sequence of M left eigenvectors x , then the M are strongly ergodic withn n n
w Ž . xrow limit vector v. See Seneta and Sheridan 1981 Theorem 4.2. This
 4happens, for example, when the M converge elementwise to some primitiven
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matrix M, in which case v is the left Perron]Frobenius eigenvector of M. It
is possible to say a little more in this case.
Ž .LEMMA 8 Asymptotically primitive mean matrices . If M ª M element-n
 4wise where M is primitive, then the M are strongly ergodic. Moreover, ifn
Ž . Ž .we let l s PF M be the spectral radius of M, v s LPF M be the left
Ž .Perron]Frobenius eigenvector of M and w s RPF M be the right Perron]
Ž .Frobenius eigenvector of M normed as probability vectors , then v is the row
 4  4limit vector for the M , the column limit vectors w converge elementwisen m
to w as m ª ` and
1TM 1 1TM 1m , n m , nq1
l s lim lim s lim for all m.T T1 M 1 1 M 1mª` nª` nª`mq 1, n m , n
 4PROOF. That the M are strongly ergodic with row limit vector v followsn
Ž .from Theorem 4.2 of Seneta and Sheridan 1981 . For the remainder consider
the following:
M 1m , n
w s limm T1 M 1nª` m , n
M 1 1TM 1mq 1, n mq1, ns M limm T T1 M 1 1 M 1nª` mq 1, n m , n
1TM 1mq 1, ns M w limm mq1 T1 M 1nª` m , n
which implies the existence of a mq 1 [ lim 1TM 1r1TM 1 andm nª` mq1, n m , n
shows that if lim w exists then it must equal w. Moreover, if lim wmª` m mª` m
exists, then so does lim a mq 1, which must equal ly1.mª` m
In fact, we can show that the limit of any convergent subsequence of the
 4  4`  4w must be w. Let w be a convergent subsequence of the w withm nŽk . ks0 n
limit x . Such a subsequence always exists, as the space of probability0
vectors is compact in R d. We have that w s M w a nŽk .q1, whencenŽk . nŽk . nŽk .q1 nŽk .
sending k ª `,
x s Mx b ,0 1 0
where the existence of x [ lim w and b [ lim a nŽk .q1 is1 k ª` nŽk .q1 0 k ª` nŽk .
implied by the existence of x and M. That each limit exists separately0
 4follows from the fact that the w are all probability vectors.n
 4`We can repeat this procedure with the w to show that wnŽk .q1 ks0 nŽk .q2
converges to some limit x . Repeating this ad infinitum gives us a sequence2
of probability vectors x , x , x , . . . and a sequence of scalars b , b , b , . . .0 1 2 0 1 2
such that x s Mx b for all k. That is, x s M k x Ł ky1b for all k. Letk kq1 k 0 k ls0 l
 4`x be a convergent subsequence of the x with limit y. Then x sk Ž p. ps0 k 0
lim M k Ž p.yŁ k Ž p.y1b . It follows immediately that x s w, since the wpª` ls0 l 0
coefficient of the eigenvalue expansion of y cannot be zero because y G 0.
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 4Given that all convergent subsequences of the w converge to w, itm
 4follows immediately that the w themselves must converge to w, sincem
 4`w is contained in the compact set of probability vectors.m ms0
The final part of the lemma follows directly from the following observation
M M 1TM 1m , n n mq1, nT Tlim s w v M s lim w v . Im mT T1 M 1 1 M 1nª` nª`m , n m , n
By way of illustrating what is required to get more than one growth rate,
 4we give the following. If the M are strongly ergodic and irreducible, thenn
the existence of some g ) 0 such that
minq M i , jŽ .i , j n G g for all n
max M i , jŽ .i , j n
is sufficient to ensure that v ) 0, that is, that there is a single growth rate.
w Ž . xSee Seneta 1981 , Theorem 3.4. It is possible to adapt existing results on
strong ergodicity with v ) 0 to the multiple growth rate case by using
rescaling arguments, as we will see in Section 2.1 below.
2.1. Rescaling. We will now take a closer look at rescaling in general and
m 4the rescaling matrices R in particular.n 0 F mF n
Ž . Ž Ž . Ž ..LEMMA 9 Rescaling lemma . Let D s diag D 1 , . . . , D d be nonnega-
tive and of full rank. Then for any nonnegative column allowable matrix
A g R d=d,
t AD s t DA s t AŽ . Ž . Ž .
and for allowable A
f AD s f DA s f A .Ž . Ž . Ž .
PROOF. The result follows directly from the definitions of t and f. I
 4`Observe that for column-allowable column-stochastic matrices P ,n ns0
Ž .weak ergodicity is equivalent to strong ergodicity with v s 1rd 1. Now,
m m m y1  4define P s R M R for all n G m G 0 and suppose that the M aren n n nq1 n
 4column-allowable and weakly ergodic with column limit vectors w . Thusm
Ž . Žm .for any m F n F p, t M ª 0 as p ª `, so from Lemma 9, t P ª 0n, p n, p
as n ª `. Thus as the mP are column-stochastic, they are strongly ergodicn
Ž .with v s 1rd 1. That is, there exist strictly positive probability vectors
m 4`w such thatn nsm
mP ªm w 1T as p ª ` for all n G m.n , p n
It is clear that m w s w . More generally we havem m
m w 1T s lim mPn n , p
pª`
s lim mR M nRy1nR mRy1n n , p p p p
pª`
smR w 1T lim nR mRy1 .n n p p
pª`
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It follows that lim nR mRy1 exists and equals a n I for some constant a n .pª` p p m m
Thus for n G m,
m w s a n mR w .n m n n
It is easily checked that this definition of a n is consistent with the definitionm
given in Lemma 8, namely that a n s lim 1TM 1r1TM 1.m pª` n, p m , p
We can in fact bound the speed at which mP converges to m w 1T asn, p n
Žp ª `. To do this we make use of a second coefficient of ergodicity or
.contraction coefficient , k . It is normally used with row-stochastic matrices,
but has been adapted here for use with column-stochastic matrices by the
simple expedient of transposing everything. For a column-stochastic matrix
P g R d=d define
5 5Px 1
k P s sup .Ž .
5 5xd T 1xgR , x/0, 1 xs0
Ž . Ž . w Ž . xIt can be shown that k P F t P Seneta 1981 , Theorem 3.13 . Thus for a
d T 5 5 5 5 Ž .column stochastic P, if x g R and 1 x s 0 then Px F x t P . That is,1 1
Ž .  d T 4if t P - 1 then P is a contraction mapping on the set x g R : 1 x s 0 . In
T Ž m .particular we have here that 1 e y w s 0 and soj p
m m m mP ?, j y w s P e y wŽ . Ž .n , p n n , p j p1 1
F 2t mPŽ .n , p
s 2t M .Ž .n , p
In practice we may be able to find natural rescaling matrices different from
m 4  Ž Ž . Ž ..4`the R . Suppose that D s diag D 1 , . . . , D d is a sequence ofn n n n ns0
rescaling matrices and put Q s D M Dy1 for all n G 0. It follows from then n n nq1
 4  4rescaling lemma that the Q are weakly ergodic if and only if the M aren n
` ` 4  4weakly ergodic. Suppose this is the case, and let w and w be them ms0 m ms0
 4  4column limit vectors for the M and Q , respectively, then, noting thatn n
Q e D M em , n j m m , n j
w s lim s limm T T1 Q e 1 D M enª` nª`m , n j m m , n j
and that
1TM e Ý Dy1 i Q i , jŽ . Ž .m , n j i m m , n y1s ª D i w i as n ª `,Ž . Ž .Ý m mT T1 D M e 1 Q em m , n j m , n j i
it follows that
y1D wm m
10 w s .Ž . m T y11 D wm m
For strong ergodicity we have the following.
Ž .  4PROPOSITION 10 Sufficient condition for strong ergodicity . If the Q aren
Ž . Ž .strongly ergodic with row limit vector v ) 0 and lim D i rD j existsnª` n n
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w x  4g 0, ` for all i and j, then the M are strongly ergodic and have the RGRn
property, with
v i D iŽ . Ž .n
r i , j s lim .Ž .
v j D jnª`Ž . Ž .n
 4  4PROOF. As v ) 0, the Q and thus the M are weakly ergodic. Thusn n
Ž .from Proposition 7 v , it suffices to establish the RGR property for m s 0.
Consider
0R j Ý Dy1 i Q i , j D jŽ . Ž . Ž . Ž .n i 0 0, n n
lim s lim0 y1 D kÝ D i Q i , knª` nª` Ž .Ž . Ž .R kŽ . ni 0 0, nn
v j D jŽ . Ž .ns lim
v k D knª`Ž . Ž .n
Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .since lim Q i, j rQ i, k s v j rv k independently of i. Inª` 0, n 0, n
This proposition provides a practical way of applying our existing condi-
tions for strong ergodicity with v ) 0 to situations where we have multiple
Ž .growth rates. We also have the following for use in Corollary 16 below .
Ž .  4PROPOSITION 11 Rescaled limit matrices . If the Q converge element-n
wise to a primitive matrix Q then for all m, mP converges elementwise to an
primitive matrix P given by
lP i , j s v i Q i , j rv jŽ . Ž . Ž . Ž .
Ž . Ž .where l s PF Q is the spectral radius of Q and v s LPF Q is the left
Ž .Perron]Frobenius eigenvector of Q normed as a probability vector .
PROOF. To begin with put mD s Dy1D and mQ smD M mDy1 for alln m n n n n nq1
m m m my1 Ž .n G m. Then Q ª Q [ D QD as n ª ` where PF Q s l and v [n m m
mŽ . Ž . Ž .LPF Q s D vrÝ D i v i . Now, define a further set of rescaling matricesm i m
m 4 m m m m y1E by putting E s I and requiring E Q E to be columnn 0 F mF n m n n nq1
Ž m 4 m 4stochastic for all n G m so the E play the same role for the Q thatn n
m 4  4. m m m y1 mthe R play for the M . It should be clear that E Q E s P , thatn n n n nq1 n
is, that mE smR mDy1.n n n
Now, from Lemma 8, we have that
1T mE 1T mQn m , n ms ª v as n ª `m mT T1 Q 1 1 Q 1m , n m , n
and that
1T mQ 1 1m , n ª as n ª `,mT1 Q 1 lm , nq1
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whence
1T mQ 1 mE i 1T mQ 1Ž .m , n n m , nq1m ml P i , j s l Q i , jŽ . Ž . mm mn nT T E j1 Q 1 1 Q 1 Ž .nq1m , nq1 m , n
m mv i Q i , jŽ . Ž .
ª as n ª `m v jŽ .
v i Q i , jŽ . Ž .
s . I
v jŽ .
2.2. Growth rates. In this subsection we compare and bound various
growth rates obtained from the matrix product M as n ª `, with the aimm , n
of simplifying the application of Theorems 1 and 2 and Proposition 4. The
results obtained will be put to practical use in Section 4.
 4`  4`  4  4For two sequences x and y , write x ' y if lim x ryn ns0 n ns0 n n nª` n n
Ž .exists g 0, ` . We say two such sequences have the same growth rate.
Ž Ž .LEMMA 12. Suppose we are given rescaling matrices D s diag D 1 ,n n
Ž ..  y1 4`. . . , D d for n G 0 such that the matrices Q [ D M D aren n n n nq1 ns0
strongly ergodic with row limit vector v ) 0. Then for any m G 0 and 1 F j F d
``m TR j ' 1 Q 1 ? D j . 4Ž . Ž . 4n m , n nnsm nsm
m Ž . T y1 Ž .PROOF. We have R j s 1 D Q e ? D j . From Proposition 7 wen m m , n j n
TŽ . Ž . Ž .know that Q i, j r1 Q 1 converges as n ª ` to w i v j , where them , n m , n m
 4  4w are the column limit vectors for the Q . Thusm n
1TDy1 Q e Ý Dy1 i Q i , jŽ . Ž .m m , n j i m m , n y1s ª D i w i ? v j as n ª `,Ž . Ž . Ž .Ý m mT T1 Q 1 1 Q 1m , n m , n i
whence we get the result. I
Under the conditions of Lemma 8 we can give bounds on the growth of
T Ž . T1 M 1 or more commonly 1 Q 1, as n ª `.m , n m , n
Ž .LEMMA 13 Growth bounds . If M ª M elementwise where M is primi-n
Ž .tive, then for any « ) 0 we can find a constant c g 0, ` such that for all0
n G m G 0,
nym nymy1 Tc l y « F 1 M 1 F c l q «Ž . Ž .0 m , n 0
Ž .where l s PF M is the spectral radius of M.
PROOF. From Lemma 8 we have for any k G 0 that
lim a m [ lim lim 1TM 1r1TM 1 s lk .mq k m , n mqk , n
mª` mª` nª`
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Ž .Thus for any « ) 0 we can find some constant c g 0, ` such that for all1
m, k G 0,
k ky1 m11 c l y « F a F c l q « .Ž . Ž . Ž .1 mqk 1
Ž .Now since M is primitive and M ª M, there exists an m and a c g 0, `n 0 2
such that for all m G m , cy111T F M F c 11T, where n is such that0 2 m , mqn 2 00
M n0 ) 0. Thus for all n G m G m and p G n q n ,0 0
cy11TM 1 F 1TM 11TM 1 F c 1TM 1.2 m , p m , n nqn , p 2 m , p0
Dividing through by 1TM 1 and sending p ª ` gives usnqn , p0
cy1a m F 1TM 1 F c a m .2 nqn m , n 2 nqn0 0
Ž .The result now follows on applying inequalities 11 to these. I
The next result gives a condition for the growth rate of 1TM 1 to equal lm , n
exactly.
Ž .LEMMA 14 Asymptotically geometric growth function . If M ª M ele-n
` 5 5mentwise where M is primitive and Ý M y M - `, then for any m G 0,1ns0 n
` ``T nym ny1 41 M 1 ' l ' Ł l 4  4nsmm , n ksm knsm nsm
Ž . Ž .where l s PF M is the spectral radius of M and l s PF M is the spectralk k
radius of M , for all k G m.k
PROOF. Put l s Łny1 l . Also, recall that for any matrix A g R d=d,m , n ksm k
1 5 5 5 5the L operator norm A is equivalent to the matrix norm A [1
< Ž . < Ž .max A i, j . The following result is taken from Markus and Minc 1964 ,i, j
d=d Ž .Theorem 3.1.6. For A, B g R , B G A G 0, A, B primitive with PF A s a ,
Ž .PF B s b we have
m M
F b y a F
max C i , j rÝ C k , j min C i , j rÝ C k , jŽ . Ž . Ž . Ž .i , j k i , j k
Ž Ž . Ž .. Ž Ž . Ž ..where m s min B i, j y A i, j , M s max B i, j y A i, j and C G 0i, j i, j
is column allowable and commutes with either A or B.
Suppose M ­ M. Let C s M n0 where n is such that M n0 ) 0 and putn 0
y1 Ž . Ž . 5c s min C i, j rÝ C k, j . Then from the above result, l y l F c M1 i, j k n 1 n
5 5 5 Ž .y M . Thus Ý M y M - ` implies Ý l y l - ` which implies thatn n n n
nym Ž .  4`  nym 4`l rl converges g 0, ` as n ª `, that is, that l ' l .m , n m , n nsm nsm
The same holds if M x M. If M ª M but not monotonically, then con-n n
sider the following elementwise minima and maxima:
Mys M n M and Mqs M k M .n n n n
5 5 5 y 5 5 q 5 5 y 5Clearly M y M s M y M k M y M , so Ý M y M - ` andn n n n n
5 q 5 y Ž y. q Ž q.Ý M y M - `. Putting l s PF M F l F l s PF M , we getn n n n n n n
 y 4`  q 4`  nym 4`  4`  nym 4`l ' l ' l , whence l ' l .m , n nsm m , n nsm nsm m , n nsm nsm
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Now
ly1 M y lmy nM nymm , n m , n
ny1
y1 y1 y1 Žkq1.yn nyŽkq1.s l M l M y l M l MŽ .Ý m , k m , k k k
ksm
Ž . 5 5 ` 5 5a telescoping sum . Thus, since M F l , Ý M y M - ` and1 1n n ns0 n
 4`  nym 4`l ' l ,m , n nsm nsm
5 y1 myn nym 5l M y l M 1m , n m , n
ny1
y1 y15 5F l M y l MÝ 1k k
ksm
`
y1 y1 y15 5 < < 5 5F l M y M q l y l MŽ .Ý 1 1k k k
ksm
ª 0 as m ª `.
Ž . Ž .Finally, if we let v s LPF M and w s RPF M then since
lim lmy nM nym s wvTrwT v ,nª`
we have that
lim lim M r1TM 1 s lim w vTm , n m , n m
mª` nª` mª`
s wvT
s wT v lim lim ly1 Mm , n m , n
mª` nª`
 T 4`  4`  nym 4`and so 1 M 1 ' l ' l . Im , n nsm m , n nsm nsm
Our final result for this section gives conditions for the uniform equiva-
lence of some particular growth rates.
Ž Ž .LEMMA 15. Suppose we are given rescaling matrices D s diag D 1 ,n n
Ž ..  y1 4`. . . ,D d for all n G 0, such that the matrices Q [ D M D con-n n n n nq1 ns0
 4`verge elementwise to a primitive matrix Q. If we let w be the columnm ms0
` 4  4limit vectors for the M and let w be the column limit vectors and vn m ms0
 4the row limit vector for the Q , then for any 1 F i, j F d,n
Q i , jŽ .m , n
12 ª w i v j as n ª ` uniformly in m G 0,Ž . Ž . Ž .mT1 Q 1m , n
whence
M i , jŽ .m , n
13 ª 1 as n ª ` uniformly in m G 0.Ž . mw i R jŽ . Ž .m n
and
mR jŽ .n
14 ª 1 as n ª ` uniformly in m G 0.Ž . T y1 T1 D w ? 1 Q 1 ? D j v jŽ . Ž .m m m , n n
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PROOF. Note to begin with that from Section 2.1, we have that for any
T5 5 Ž .0 F m F n and 1 F j F d, Q e r1 Q e y w F 2t Q . Since Q ªm , n j m , n j m m , n n
Ž . nymQ, we can find constants c ) 0 and d - 1 such that t Q F c d for0 0 m , n 0 0
T Žall 0 F m F n. Thus, Q e r1 Q e ª w as n ª ` uniformly in m andm , n j m , n j m
. Ž .geometrically fast . So, 12 will follow if we can show that the convergence
T T Ž .1 Q e r1 Q 1 ª v j as n ª ` is also uniform in m.m , n j m , n
Ž . Ž .From Lemma 3.10 of Seneta 1981 on uniform strong ergodicity we can
find constants c ) 0 and d - 1 such that for any 0 F m F n,1 1
r 1TQ r1TQ 1, 1TQ r1TQ 1 F c d nym .Ž .m , n m , n 0, n 0, n 1 1
T T TŽ .Thus since r 1 Q r1 Q 1, v ª 0, we have that0, n 0, n
T T Tr 1 Q r1 Q 1, v ª 0 as n ª ` uniformly in m G 0.Ž .m , n m , n
T TŽMoreover, as v ) 0 and Q ª Q, it is clear that V [ cl 1 Q r1 Q 1:n m , n m , n
4. d Ž .0 F m F n is such that V l d R s B where d indicates the set boundary .q
d Ž .Thus, if Q is the set of probability vectors in R , r ?, ? is equivalent to
T T5 5? y? on Q l V, and we have that 1 Q r1 Q 1 ª v as n ª ` uni-1 m , n m , n
formly in m, as required.
Ž .Now, from 10 we have that
y1M j, k Ý D i w i rw jŽ . Ž . Ž . Ž .m , n i m m ms .m y1w j R k Ý D i Q i , k rQ j, kŽ . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .m n i m m , n m , n
Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .Thus 13 follows from 12 and the fact that w i rw j ª w i rw j ) 0.m m
Ž .Again from 10 we have that
mR j Ý Dy1 i Q i , j r1TQ 1Ž . Ž . Ž .n i m m , n m , ns .y1T y1 T Ý D i w i v jŽ . Ž . Ž .1 D w ? 1 Q 1 ? D j v jŽ . Ž . i m mm m m , n n
Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .Thus 14 follows from 12 and the fact that w i v j ª w i v j ) 0. Im
3. Proofs of the theorems.
 4PROOF OF THEOREM 1. We are given that the M are allowable andn
 4weakly ergodic with column limit vectors w and thatm
` m 2R i s i , jŽ . Ž .n n
- `Ý Ý m 2R jŽ .nq1nsm i , j
w Ž .x m y1 2 Tcondition 1 . We will show that Z R converges in L to some L 1m , n n m
where E L s w . We use a straightforward Cauchy convergence condition.m m
Consider for any 0 F m F n F p,
Tm m m mT y1 T y1 T y1 T y1E e Z R y e Z R e Z R y e Z RŽ . Ž .i m , n n i m , p p i m , n n i m , p p
w x w x w x w xs C i y C i y C i q C i ,m , n , n m , n , p m , p , n m , p , p
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where
w x m y1 T T m y1C i s E R Z e e Z Rm , n , p n m , n i i m , p p
smRy1M T e eTM mRy1n m , n i i m , p p
Ž .nnp y1 d
m my1 T y1w xq R M V j ? M i , j M R .Ž .Ý Ýn kq1, n k m , k kq1, p pž /ksm js1
Ž  4 . T m y1It follows given the M are allowable and weakly ergodic that e Z Rn i m , n n
2 w xconverges in L if and only if lim C i is finite. From Section 2.1n, pª` m , n, p
we have that
M mRy1 smRy1 mPkq1, n n kq1 kq1, n
ªmRy1 m w 1T as n ª `.kq1 kq1
Thus our normed process converges in L 2 if and only if
` d
m m m mT y1 y1 Tw x15 1 w R V j ? M i , j R w 1 - `Ž . Ž .Ý Ýkq1 kq1 k m , k kq1 kq1ž /ksm js1
which is certainly the case if
`
m my1 y1w x16 R V j R ? M i , j - ` for all j.Ž . Ž .Ý kq1 k kq1 m , k
ksm
m 4`This condition is also necessary if the w are uniformly boundedkq1 ksm
Ž . m Ž . Ž . Ž .away from 0. Since M i, j r R j ª w i ) 0, 16 holds if and only ifm , k k m
`
m m my1 y1w x17 R V j R ? R j - ` for all jŽ . Ž .Ý kq1 k kq1 k
ksm
Ž .which is independent of i. We can rewrite 17 as
` m w xR x V x y , zŽ . Ž .k k
- ` for all x , y and zÝ m mR y R zŽ . Ž .ks1 kq1ksm
which is equivalent to
` m w xR x V x y , yŽ . Ž .k k
18 - ` for all x and y.Ž . Ý m 2R yŽ .kq1ksm
 4  4To see this note for positive sequences a and b , Ý a - ` and Ý b - `n n n n n n
Ž .together imply Ý a b - ` Schwarz inequality and that'n n n
m m mw x w x w xR x V x y , z R x V x y , y R x V x z , zŽ . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .k k k k k kF .m m m m( (2 2R y R z R y R zŽ . Ž . Ž . Ž .kq1 kq1 kq1 kq1
w xŽ . 2Ž . Ž . Ž .Since V x y, y s s x, y , condition 18 is just condition 1 and as this isk k
independent of i, we have proved the L 2 convergence of Z mRy1 as n ª `m , n n
to some limit, call it W .m
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Since Z mRy1 ª 2 W , we have thatm , n n L m
E W s lim E Z mRy1 s w 1Tm m , n n m
nª`
and
Cov W i , ? s lim Cov Z i , ? mRy1Ž . Ž .m m , n n
nª`
` d
m m m mT y1 y1 Tw xs 1 w R V j ? M i , j R w 1 .Ž .Ý Ýkq1 kq1 k m , k kq1 kq1ž /ksm js1
Ž . T Ž . TThe fact that Cov W i, ? s c 11 and E W i, ? s c 1 for some constantsm 0 m 1
Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Tc s c m and c s c m is enough to give us that W i, ? s L i 1 for0 0 1 1 m m
Ž . Ž Ž . Ž ..2some real valued L i , as it implies that E W i, j y W i, k s 0 for all jm m m
and k. I
Ž .COROLLARY 16 Best possible variance condition . If there exist diagonal
 4` y1scaling matrices D such that Q [ D M D converges to some primi-n ns0 n n n nq1
Ž . 2tive matrix Q, then the condition 1 is necessary and sufficient for the L
convergence of Z mRy1 as n ª `.m , n n
PROOF. From Proposition 11 we have that mP [mR M mRy1 convergesn n n nq1
Ž .elementwise as n ª ` to a primitive matrix P given by lP i, j s
Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .v i Q i, j rv j where l s PF Q and v s LPF Q . It follows from Lemma
m Ž .8 that as n ª `, w converges to some w [ LPF P ) 0. Thus then
m 4 Ž . Ž .w are uniformly bounded away from 0 and conditions 15 and 16n 0 F mF n
in the above proof of Theorem 1 are equivalent. I
Ž .Before proving the second of our main theorems on a.s. convergence , it is
worth noting that there is a natural martingale present. Recall from Section
2.1 that for any m F n, lim nR mRy1 exists and equals a n I. It followspª` p p m
that
w 1T s lim M mRy1 s M lim M mRy1 s a n M w 1T .m m , p p m , n n , p p m m , n n
pª` pª`
 4nLet F be the s-field generated by Z , thenm , n m , k ksm
nq1 < nE a Z w F s a Z w .Ž .m m , nq1 nq1 m , n m m , n n
 n 4`That is, a Z w is a martingale with respect to the filtrationm m , n n nsm
 4` Ž .  n 4`F . In the terminology of Cohn and Nerman 1990 , a w is am , n nsm m n nsm
 4` 2harmonic sequence for the matrices M . Unfortunately, even given Ln nsm
convergence, the a.s. convergence of a particular linear combination of the
Ž .Z i, ? is not sufficient to give the a.s. convergence of the random vectorm ,n
itself.
 4PROOF OF THEOREM 2. We are given that the M are weakly ergodic,n
that
` m 2n q 1 y m R i s i , jŽ . Ž . Ž .n n
- `Ý Ý m 2R jŽ .nq1nsm i , j
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w Ž .xcondition 2 and that there exists a C - ` such that for all n G m,
`
2
t M F n q 1 y m CŽ .Ž .Ý n , p
psn
w Ž .x Ž .condition 3 . Note that weak ergodicity is in fact implied by 3 , since it
Ž . m y1implies that t M ª 0 as n ª `. We will show that Z R convergesm , n m , n n
almost surely as n ª ` to L 1T, using a Borel]Cantelli type argument.m
The first Borel]Cantelli lemma gives the a.s. convergence of
Z i , j rmR jŽ . Ž .m , n n
Ž . ` Ž < Ž . m Ž . Ž . < .to L i if Ý P Z i, j r R j y L i ) « - ` for all « ) 0. Apply-m nsm m , n n m
ing Chebyshev’s inequality, it is sufficient for this that
`
2mE Z i , j r R j y L i - `.Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž .Ý m , n n m
nsm
It is easily checked that
2mE Z i , j r R j y L iŽ . Ž . Ž .Ž .m , n n m
2 Tny1M i , j M ?, jŽ . Ž .m , n kq1, n m my1s y w i q y R wŽ . Ým mm kq1 kq1ž / ž /R j R jŽ . Ž .n nksm
d M ?, jŽ .kq1, n m my1w x= V l ? M i , l y R wŽ .Ý mk m , k kq1 kq1ž / ž /R jŽ .nls1
` d
m m m mT y1 y1w xq w R V l ? M i , l R w .Ž .Ý Ýkq1 kq1 k m , k kq1 kq1ž /
ksn ls1
To show the sum of these converges we need to know first, how fast
m Ž . m Ž . mR M ?, j r R j converges to w as n ª `, and second, howkq1 kq1, n n kq1
m y1 Ž d w x Ž ..m y1fast R Ý V l ? M i, l R converges to 0 as k ª `.kq1 ls1 k m , k kq1
From Section 2.1, we have that for m F n F p and 1 F j F d,
m m m m mR M ?, j r R j y w s P e y w F 2t M .Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž .n n , p p n n , p j p n , p
Applying this above we get
2mE Z i , j r R j y L iŽ . Ž . Ž .Ž .m , n n m
2F 4t MŽ .m , n
ny1 d
2 m mT y1 y1w xq 4t M 1 R V l ? M i , l R 1Ž . Ž .Ý Ýkq1, n kq1 k m , k kq1ž /
ksm ls1
` d
m m m mT y1 y1w xq w R V l ? M i , l R w .Ž .Ý Ýkq1 kq1 k m , k kq1 kq1ž /
ksn ls1
We deal with each term separately.
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Ž . ` Ž .2Putting n s m, condition 3 implies that Ý t M - `. This takesnsm m , n
care of the first term.
Summing the third term over n G m, we get
` d
m m m mT y1 y1w xk q 1 y m w R V l ? M i , l R w .Ž . Ž .Ý Ýkq1 kq1 k m , k kq1 kq1ž /
ksm ls1
Using the same argument that was used in the proof of Theorem 1, this is
Ž .finite if condition 2 holds.
Summing the second term over n G m we get
` d `
2m mT y1 y1w x1 R V l ? M i , l R 1 t M .Ž . Ž .Ý Ý Ýkq1 k m , k kq1 kq1, nž /
ksm ls1 nskq1
Ž . ` Ž .2 Ž .From condition 3 , Ý t M F k q 2 y m C. Now apply conditionnskq1 kq1, n
Ž .2 as was done for the third term, to show that the second term summed over
n G m is also finite. I
Ž Ž .PROOF OF COROLLARY 3. We have rescaling matrices D s diag D 1 ,n n
Ž ..  y1 4`. . . , D d for all n G 0, such that the matrices Q [ D M D con-n n n n nq1 ns0
Ž .verge elementwise to some primitive matrix Q. Let v s LPF Q be the row
` 4  4limit vector and w the column limit vectors for the Q , so thatm ms0 n
Ž .w ª w s RPF Q .m
We show to begin with that
` 2D i s i , jŽ . Ž .n n
- `Ý Ý T 21 Q 1D jŽ .m , n nq1nsm i , j
w Ž .x 2condition 4 is necessary and sufficient for the L convergence of
Z Dy1r1TQ 1 as n ª ` for all fixed m G 0.m , n n m , n
Ž . Ž .From Lemmas 8 and 12 it is clear that 4 is in fact equivalent to 1 ,
Ž .whence we have from Corollary 16 that 4 is necessary and sufficient for the
L 2 convergence of Z mRy1 as n ª `, to some L 1T with E L s w . Thus,m , n n m m m
m T T y1Ž . Ž . Ž . Žas R j r1 Q 1D j ª 1 D w ? v j as n ª ` from the proof ofn m , n n m m
T y1. Ž .Lemma 12 , putting L s L ? 1 D w , we get from 10 that as n ª `,m m m m
y1 T T
2Z D r1 Q 1 ª L v ,m , n n m , n L m
y1where E L s D w .m m m
Ž .For a.s. convergence, we have from Lemmas 8 and 12 that condition 2 is
equivalent to
` 2n q 1 y m D i s i , jŽ . Ž . Ž .n n
- `Ý Ý T 21 Q 1D jŽ .m , n nq1nsm i , j
w Ž .x Ž .condition 5 . Also, because we have geometric decay of t M , conditionm , n
Ž . n03 is satisfied automatically here. To see this, let n be such that Q ) 0.0
Ž . Ž . Ž n0 .Then as n ª ` we get t M s t Q ª t Q - 1. Thus, fromn, nqn n, nqn0 0
 4 Ž .Theorem 2, under the given conditions on the M , if 5 holds thenn
y1 T T
2Z D r1 Q 1 ª L v as n ª `. Im , n n m , n a .s . L m
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Before proving Proposition 4 we need some extra definitions. We will
suppose that the conditions of Theorem 1 hold in what follows.
Ž . dRecall that q i is the extinction probability of the Z valued processm q
Ž .  Ž .4` Ž . Ž Ž . .Z i, ? s Z i, ? . Put q i s P Z i, ? s 0 . Then as n ª `,m m , n nsm m , n m , n
Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž Ž . .q i ­ q i for all m G 0 and 1 F i F d. Put l i s P L i s 0 . Then inm , n m m m
Ž Ž . Ž .. Ž Ž . Ž ..general q [ q 1 , . . . , q d F l [ l 1 , . . . , l d . We seek condi-m m m m m m
tions under which q s l .m m
i Ž . w x d Ž .Let f be the joint p.g.f. of X i, ? and for x g 0, 1 put f x sn n n
Ž 1Ž . dŽ .. i Ž .f x , . . . , f x . Similarly, let f be the joint p.g.f. of Z i, ? and forn n m , n m , n
w x d Ž . Ž 1 Ž . d Ž ..x g 0, 1 put f x s f x , . . . , f x . Clearlym , n m , n m , n
f x s f f ??? f x ??? .Ž . Ž .Ž .Ž .Ž .m , n m mq1 ny1
i Ž . Ž .Let f be the Laplace transform of L i and for s g R put f s sm m q m
Ž 1 Ž . dŽ .. if s , . . . , f s . Similarly, let f be the Laplace transform ofm m m , n
Ž . m Ž . Ž . Ž 1 Ž . d Ž ..Z i, 1 r R 1 and for s g R put f s s f s , . . . , f s . Sincem , n n q m , n m , n m , n
Ž . m Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .2Z i, 1 r R 1 ª L i , f s ª f s as n ª ` for all m G 0 andm , n n L m m , n m
s g R .q
Conditioning on Z , we have for all m F n F p,m , n
19 f s s f f snR 1 rmR 1 .Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž .ž /m , p m , n n , p p p
Ž .Sending p ª ` then s ª ` in 19 gives
20 l s f l for all 0 F m F n.Ž . Ž .m m , n n
Conversely, sending s ª ` then p ª ` gives
q s f q for all 0 F m F n.Ž .m m , n n
ª ªªŽ . Ž . Ž . Ž .So l [ l , l , . . . , q [ q , q , . . . and trivially 1 [ 1, 1, . . . are all solu-0 1 0 1 ªªŽ .tions to equations 20 . Clearly, taking the inequalities elementwise, q F l F
ª ª Ž .1. In fact q is the minimal nonnegative solution to 20 . To see this, suppose
ª Ž .that p s p , p , . . . is some other nonnegative solution. Then for all m,0 1
p s f p G f 0 s q ­ q as n ª `.Ž . Ž .m m , n n m , n m , n m
d Ž Ž .LEMMA 17. Suppose there exist vectors h g R such that P Z i, ?n q m , n
. Ž .h F x ª q i as n ª ` for all m G 0, 1 F i F d and x g R . Then for anyn m q
ª Ž . Ž . Ž .sequence p s p , p , . . . satisfying log p i F yc h i for some c ) 00 1 n 0 n 0
and all n G 0 and 1 F i F d,
lim f p s q for all m G 0.Ž .m , n n m
nª`
PROOF. For all m G 0 and 1 F i F d we have, for any x g R ,q
f i p F P Z i , ? s zTŽ . Ž .Ž .Ým , n n m , n
T0Fz h Fxn
Ž .z iTq P Z i , ? s z p iŽ . Ž .Ž .Ý Łm , n n
iTxFz hn
F P Z i , ? s zT q eyc 0 x .Ž .Ž .Ý m , n
T0Fz h Fxn
Send n ª `, then x ª ` to complete the proof. I
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PROOF OF PROPOSITION 4. We are given that the conditions of Theorem 1
hold, and that, for some vectors h g R d and for all m G 0, 1 F i F d andn q
x g R ,q
P Z i , ? h F x ª q i as n ª `Ž . Ž .Ž .m , n n m
w Ž .xcondition 6 and
` d 2M i , j s j, kŽ . Ž .m , n n F Krh i y 1Ž .Ý Ý m2 m 2w i R kŽ . Ž .nsm j , ks1 m nq1
w Ž .x Ž . Ž . Ž Ž . .condition 7 . We will show to begin with that q i s P L i s 0 .m m
Ž .From 20 and Lemma 17 we see that the result will hold if we can find a
Ž . Ž .constant c ) 0 such that log l i F yc h i for all m G 0 and 1 F i F d.0 m 0 m
Ž . Ž Ž . . ŽApplying the Cauchy]Schwarz inequality to E L i I L i ) 0 gives not-m m
.ing E L s wm m
2 2P L i s 0 F 1 y w i r w i q Var L i .Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž . Ž .m m m m
Thus the result will hold if, putting K s cy1,0
221 Var L i rw i F Krh i y 1Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .m m m
for all m G 0 and 1 F i F d. But from Theorem 1 we have
` d
m m m mT y1 y1 Tw xVar L i s w R V j ? M i , j R wŽ . Ž .Ý Ým kq1 kq1 k m , k kq1 kq1ž /ksm js1
` d 2M i , j s j, kŽ . Ž .m , n nF Ý Ý m 2R kŽ .nq1ksm j , ks1
noting that
w x w x w xV j x , y 1 V j x , x V j y , yŽ . Ž . Ž .n n nF q .m m m m2 2ž /R x R y 2 R x R yŽ . Ž . Ž . Ž .nq1 nq1 nq1 nq1
Ž . Ž .So, 21 follows from 7 , and we have proved the first part of the proposition.
Ž .The second part of the proposition is a simplification of 7 , in the case
Ž Ž . Ž ..where there exist diagonal rescaling matrices D s diag D 1 , . . . , D d forn n n
all n G 0, such that Q [ D M Dy1 converges elementwise to a primitiven n n nq1
Ž .matrix Q. It follows immediately from 10 and Lemma 15. I
4. An example from diffusions on fractals. The following example is
Ž .a reworking of one originally given by Hattori, Hattori and Watanabe 1994 ,
applying the results above.
Ž .The Sierpinski gasket is a simple fractal, defined as follows. Let V s 0, 0 ,0' 'Ž . Ž .4 ŽŽ . Ž .. ŽŽ . Ž .. ŽŽ . Ž ..1, 0 , 1r2, 3 r2 and E s 0, 0 , 1, 0 , 1, 0 , 0, 0 , 0, 0 , 1r2, 3 r2 ,0' ' 'ŽŽ . Ž .. ŽŽ . Ž .. ŽŽ . Ž ..41r2, 3 r2 , 0, 0 , 1, 0 , 1r2, 3 r2 , 1r2, 3 r2 , 1, 0 and recur-
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Ž . Ž . Ž .sively define V , E , V , E , V , E , . . . by1 1 2 2 3 3
n ny1 ny1 'V s V j 2 , 0 q V j 2 , 2 3 q VŽ . Ž .nq1 n n n
and
n ny1 ny1 'E s E j 2 , 0 q E j 2 , 2 3 q EŽ . Ž .nq1 n n n
w xtaking the sums elementwise over the given sets. Let V s V j yV and` `
w x Ž . ynE s E j yE and write G for the graph V, E and G for 2 G . The` ` 0 n 0
Sierpinski gasket G is the closure of the set D` 2ynV.ns0
The direct approach to the construction of a diffusion on G is to consider
for each n some random walk Y on G and then look at the limit as n ª `.n n
Ž . Ž .See for example Barlow and Perkins 1988 or Kumagai 1993 . The essential
requirement of such a construction is that for any n G m, the random walk
Ž .obtained by observing Y on G the G decimation of Y is exactly Y .n m m n m
Note that we observe Y only when it moves from one G vertex to a differentn m
 4`G vertex. A sequence Y of random walks satisfying this requirement ism n ns0
called nested. We will be looking at a nested sequence of symmetric, spatially
inhomogeneous random walks.
Observe that topologically the graphs G are identical. We distinguishn
three distinct types of vertex depending on the relative positions of their
Ž .nearest neighbors. In G define a type I vertex x, y as one with neighbors0 ' 'Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .x y 1, y , x q 1, y , x y 1r2, y q 3 r2 and x q 1r2, y q 3 r2 . A type
' 'Ž . Ž . Ž .II vertex has neighbors x q 1r2, y q 3 r2 , x q 1, y , x y 1r2, y y 3 r2
'Ž . Žand x q 1r2, y y 3 r2 . A type III vertex has neighbors x q 1r2,
' ' '. Ž . Ž . Ž . Žy y 3 r2 , x y 1, y , x y 1r2, y y 3 r2 and x q 1r2, y y 3 r2 the
.y-axis reflection of those of a type II vertex . The analogous definitions in
G should be clear.n
We also distinguish twelve types of directed edge, depending on the
orientation of the edge and its initial vertex. There are six possible orienta-
tions: 0; pr3; 2pr3; p ; 4pr3 and 5pr3 radians. The possible types of directed
edge are I-0; I-p ; I-pr3; I-2pr3; II-pr3; II-0; II-4pr3; II-5pr3; III-2pr3;
III-p ; III-4pr3 and III-5pr3.
Ž .Now, weight the horizontal edges of G those with direction 0 or p withn
weight 1 and the diagonal edges with weight a . We define a random walk Yn n
on G in the usual manner, setting the probability of moving along a givenn
FIG. 1. Three types of vertex.
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edge proportional to the weight of that edge. Requiring the Y to be nestedn
leads to the following relation between the a :n
a 4 q 6aŽ .nq1 nq1
a s .n 23 q 6a q anq1 nq1
Ž .See, for example, Barlow 1993 for a discussion of how to calculate weights
Ž . Ž .or conductivities for a decimated graph or network . Note that this requires
separate verification for each type of vertex.
An MTBPVE is obtained by considering the frequencies of the steps each
Ž .Y makes along edges of each type I-0, I-p , etc. . Take as our originaln
ancestor at time 0 the first step made by Y . The children of this step are the0
Ž . Ž .steps made by Y in going from Y 0 to Y 1 . Continuing in this manner,1 0 0
Ž . Ž .the children of a step Y k to Y k q 1 are the corresponding group of stepsn n
made by Y . As the weights a , and thus the transition probabilities of Y ,nq1 n n
vary with n, we have a varying environment. As the frequencies of each type
of step have different distributions, we have a multitype process. It is clear
from the geometry of G and our choice of weights, that we only need ton
distinguish five different types of transition.
Type 1: type I-0 or I-p .
Type 2: type I-pr3 or I-2pr3.
Type 3: type II-0 or III-p .
Type 4: type II-4pr3, II-5pr3, III-4pr3 or III-5pr3.
Type 5: type II-pr3 or type III-2pr3.
Types 1 and 3 are the horizontal transitions, while types 2, 4 and 5 are the
diagonal transitions.
The joint probability generating functions of the branching process are
given in the Appendix. We use these to calculate the mean matrices M andn
2 Žthe variance matrices s of the process. To the first order of magnitude inn
.terms of powers of a these are, for n G 1,n
4 8a r3 8r9 8a r3 0n n
5r2 1 1r3a 5a r3 1n n
2 4a r3 10r3 4a 8a r3M , n n nny1
3r2 a 1r3a 2 2 an n n 0
1 1r2 1r3a 3a 3r2n n
and
8 8a r3 16r27a 8a r3 0n n n
233r4 5a r3 1r9a 5a r3 0n n n
2 2 4a r3 8r9a 4a 8a r3s , .n n n nny1
29r2 2 a 1r9a 3a 2 an n n n 0
22 1r4 1r9a 3a 1r4n n
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Ž . y1Putting D s diag 1, a , 1, a , a we get Q [ D M D ª Q wheren n n n n n n nq1
4 8r3 8r9 8r3 0
0 4r3 4r9 0 4r3
2 4r3 10r3 4 8r3Q s ;
0 0 4r9 8r3 0 0
0 2r3 4r9 0 2
Ž .Q is primitive with PF Q s 6. Moreover a ª 0 geometrically fast and, asn
Ž .a ra y 4r3 s O a , a ra ª 4r3 geometrically fast as well. Thusn nq1 nq1 n nq1
Q ª Q geometrically fast and 1TQ 1 grows like 6nym. So the forwardn m , n
matrix product M has two distinct growth rates, 6nym and 6nyma ,m , n n
corresponding to horizontal and diagonal type transitions respectively.
2 y2 Ž .Next, note that D s D s A ra q O 1 where A ª A, given byn n nq1 n nq1 n
0 8r3 16r27 8r3 0
0 0 4r27 0 0
0 4r3 8r9 4 8r3A s .
0 0 4r27 0 0 0
0 1r3 4r27 0 1r3
 4` Ž .n4`It is easily shown that a ' 3r4 , whence for any 0 F m F n,n ns0 ns0
nym m2 y2D s D 2 4n n nq1 s O .T ž / ž /ž /9 31 Q 1m , n
Applying Corollary 3, we see that 6my nZ Dy1 converges a.s. and in L 2 asm , n n
n ª ` to a nontrivial limit, call it W 1T.m
Ž Ž . .We can now apply Proposition 4 to show that P W i s 0 s 0 for all mm
Ž .ynand i. For some « ) 0 small, put h s 2 y « 1 for all n G 0. Then thesen
Ž .h satisfy 6 . Moreovern
m2` D j s j, k 4Ž . Ž .n n s OÝ Ý T T 2 ž /ž /31 Q 1 D kŽ .m , n nq1nsm j , k
and
m
K 2 y « , i s 1, 3,Ž .0y1D w i rh i GŽ . Ž .Ž . mn m m m 4½ K 2 y « , i s 2, 4, 5,Ž . Ž .0 3
Ž . Ž Ž . .for some constant K ) 0, so that 8 is satisfied and we have P W i s 0 s0 m
Ž .q i s 0.m
 4`Applying these results to the nested random walks Y , it is possiblen ns0
 4prove the existence of a scaled limit Y of the Y , which will be a symmetric,n
Ž .spatially inhomogeneous diffusion on the Sierpinski gasket G. The time
scaling used is that of the largest growth rate of the branching process,
 n4`  4 Žnamely 6 , and the normed limits W give on multiplying by a suitablens0 m
.scale factor the G crossing times of Y for each of the five transition typesm
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and m G 0. Note that the existence of a nontrivial limit Y follows from the
 4  4existence of the W , but to show Y is a diffusion requires that the W havem m
no mass at 0. The actual details of the construction are standard: see Barlow
Ž . Ž .and Perkins 1988 ; Hattori, Hattori and Watanabe 1994 or Kumagai
Ž .1993 .
APPENDIX
We give here the joint p.g.f.’s of the branching process described in Section
iŽ . Ž .4. Write f x , . . . , x for the joint p.g.f. of X i, ? . Then we have:n 1 5 n
f 1 x , x , x , x , xŽ .ny1 1 2 3 4 5
s 1 q a 3 q 7a x 2 q 6a x 2 q 9a2 x 2 y x 2 x 2 q 2 a2 x x xŽ . Ž . ŽŽ n n 1 n 1 n 1 1 3 n 1 2 4
q6a3 x x x q 2 a2 x x x q 2 a3 x x x q 2 a2 x x x x q a4 x 2 x 2 . .n 1 2 4 n 2 3 4 n 2 3 4 n 1 2 3 4 n 2 4
= y3 y 6a y a2 y2 y 16a y 44a2 y 48a3 y 18a4 q x 2Ž . ŽŽ n n n n n n 1
q6a x 2 q 9a2 x 2 q 2 x 2 q 4a x 2 q 2 a2 x 2 y x 2 x 2 q 4a2 x xn 1 n 1 3 n 3 n 3 1 3 n 2 4
q16a3 x x q 12a4 x x q 2 a2 x x x q 6a3 x x x q 2 a2 x x xn 2 4 n 2 4 n 1 2 4 n 1 2 4 n 2 3 4
y13 2 4 2 2q2a x x x q 2 a x x x x y a x x ,. .n 2 3 4 n 1 2 3 4 n 2 4
f 2 x , x , x , x , xŽ .ny1 1 2 3 4 5
s a 1 q a 3 q 7a 1 q a q x x 1 q 3a q x xŽ . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž .n n n n 1 2 n 3 5
= y2 y 3a y2 y 16a y 44a2 y 48a3 y 18a4 q x 2 q 6a x 2Ž . ŽŽ n n n n n 1 n 1
q9a2 x 2 q 2 x 2 q 4a x 2 q 2 a2 x 2 y x 2 x 2 q 4a2 x xn 1 3 n 3 n 3 1 3 n 2 4
q16a3 x x q 12a4 x x q 2 a2 x x x q 6a3 x x x q 2 a2 x x xn 2 4 n 2 4 n 1 2 4 n 1 2 4 n 2 3 4
y13 2 4 2 2q2a x x x q 2 a x x x x y a x x ,. .n 2 3 4 n 1 2 3 4 n 2 4
f 3 x , x , x , x , xŽ .ny1 1 2 3 4 5
s 3 q 18a q 19a2 x x q 6a x x q 9a2 x x y x x 3 q a2 x x xŽ . ŽŽ n n 1 3 n 1 3 n 1 3 1 3 n 2 3 4
q3a3 x x x q a2 x x 2 x q a2 x x x q 3a3 x x x q 2 a2 x x xn 2 3 4 n 2 3 4 n 1 4 5 n 1 4 5 n 3 4 5
q2a3 x x x q a2 x x x x q a4 x x 2 x . .n 3 4 5 n 1 3 4 5 n 2 4 5
= y3 y 6a y a2 y2 y 20a y 72a2 y 108a3 y 54a4 q x xŽ . ŽŽ n n n n n n 1 3
q6a x x q 9a2 x x q 2 x 2 q 8a x 2 q 6a2 x 2 y x x 3 q 2 a2 x xn 1 3 n 1 3 3 n 3 n 3 1 3 n 2 4
q12a3 x x q 18a4 x x q 3a2 x x x q 9a3 x x x q a2 x x 2 xn 2 4 n 2 4 n 2 3 4 n 2 3 4 n 2 3 4
q6a2 x x q 24a3 x x q 18a4 x x q a2 x x x q 3a3 x x xn 4 5 n 4 5 n 4 5 n 1 4 5 n 1 4 5
y12 3 2 4 2q4a x x x q 4a x x x q a x x x x y a x x x ,. .n 3 4 5 n 3 4 5 n 1 3 4 5 n 2 4 5
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f 4 x , x , x , x , xŽ .ny1 1 2 3 4 5
s a 3 q 18a q 19a2 1 q a q x 1 q 3a q x x 2Ž . Ž .Ž .Ž .n n n n 1 n 3 4
= y2 y 3a y2 y 20a y 72a2 y 108a3 y 54a4 q x xŽ . ŽŽ n n n n n 1 3
q6a x x q 9a2 x x q 2 x 2 q 8a x 2 q 6a2 x 2n 1 3 n 1 3 3 n 3 n 3
yx x 3 q 2 a2 x x q 12a3 x x q 18a4 x x1 3 n 2 4 n 2 4 n 2 4
q3a2 x x x q 9a3 x x x q a2 x x 2 x q 6a2 x xn 2 3 4 n 2 3 4 n 2 3 4 n 4 5
q24a3 x x q 18a4 x x q a2 x x x q 3a3 x x xn 4 5 n 4 5 n 1 4 5 n 1 4 5
y12 3 2 4 2q4a x x x q 4a x x x q a x x x x y a x x x ,. .n 3 4 5 n 3 4 5 n 1 3 4 5 n 2 4 5
f 5 x , x , x , x , xŽ .ny1 1 2 3 4 5
s a 3 q 18a q 19a2 1 q 3a q x x x x q x q a xŽ . Ž .Ž .Ž .n n n n 3 5 2 3 5 n 5
= y2y3a y2y20a y72 a2 y108a3 y54a4 qx x q6a x xŽ . ŽŽ n n n n n 1 3 n 1 3
q9a2 x x q2 x 2q8a x 2q6a2 x 2yx x 3q2 a2 x xn 1 3 3 n 3 n 3 1 3 n 2 4
q12a3 x x q 18a4 x x q 3a2 x x x q 9a3 x x x q a2 x x 2 xn 2 4 n 2 4 n 2 3 4 n 2 3 4 n 2 3 4
q6a2 x x q 24a3 x x q 18a4 x x q a2 x x x q 3a3 x x xn 4 5 n 4 5 n 4 5 n 1 4 5 n 1 4 5
y12 3 2 4 2q4a x x x q 4a x x x q a x x x x y a x x x .. .n 3 4 5 n 3 4 5 n 1 3 4 5 n 2 4 5
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